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Abstcaet. A unified and general framework for the study of nondeterministic polynomial opti- 
mization problems (NPDP) is presented and some prop,erties of NPOP’s are investigated. A 
characterization of NPOP’E with regard to their approximability properties is given by proving 
necessary and sufficient conditions for two approximability schemes. Known approximability 
results are shown to fit within the general frame developed in the paper. Finally NPOP’s are 
classified and studied wit!. regard to the possibility or impossibility of ‘reducing* certain types of 
NPOP’s to other types in .a sense specified in the text. 

1. Introductior?, 

Non deterministic polynomial optimization problems (NPOP) as introduced in this 
paper are intended to provide a basis for a natural generalization of the theory of NY 
sets. Intuitively an NPOP is a set whose elements are encoded according to so,me 
‘reasonable’ scheme. Each element in the set has a set of nonnegative integers 
associated with ill assumed to represent a certain combinatorial property of the 
element, a property we are interested in (e.g. if the element is a graph the set of 
numbers associatfzd with it could be the magnitudes of the difkrent cliques in that 
graph). The elements of the set or rather their encodings ase assumed to be 
polynomially recognizable and the sets of numbers associated with those elements 
are assumed to be: computable bg- a nondeterministic Turing mac$iine in polynomial! 
time. An algorithm that solves a given NPOP is understood to be an algorithm which 
provides, for any element in the set, the maximal (or minimal according to the 
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problem at hand) number oat of the set of numbers associated with it. Clearly, if 
every element in the: set of ar NPOP has only two numbers associated with it, 0 or 1, 
then such an NPOP is equi\/alenlt to the recognition problem for an 1NP set. The 
conjecture that P f NP is widely believed to be true and NP completf: problems are 
generally believed to be intractable. This prompted many researchers CO develop and 
study polynomial approximation schemes for NP-problems. Such schemes are more 

natural and easier to define and study in the context of optim zation problems where 
both the output and its approximation are numerical. 

In this paper we suggest a formal definition of NPOP and propose a framework for 
their study. The definition is similar to other definitions which appeared in the 
literature both in explicit and implicit form (see references at the end of the paper) 
and has the property that almost all of the known results concerning NPOP in their 
various forms, can be stated within its framework. In addition Some new and 
important results are stated and proved, results provid’ :lg some new Llsight concern- 
ing the nature of the various approximation schemes for NPOP investigated by 
several authors (see e.g. [l, J, 5, 6, 9, 10, 13, 15, 16, 21-231) and providing a 
characterization of two different approximation schemes. studied in the literature. 
We believe that these results are important in several ways: A unified framework for 
the study of NPOP, their approximation, and their reductions of different types is set. 
(As in the NP case reductions may be useful for getting new approximation 
algoritlms out of known such algorithms.) A characterization of various approxima- 
tion schemes may be useful for the findiug of proper approximation schemes to fit 

new or existing N?VP. Finaiiy such a characterization may also lead in the future to a 
universal algorithm which will fit automatically an appbmoximation algorithm to an 
NPUP provided such an algorithm exists and provided that the NPOP in case is 
known to have certain properties. 

The paper is divided into five sections including this introductory first section. 
Section 2 provides the basic definitions. In the third section some general properties 
of NPOP and their relation to NP sets are studied. Section 4., which is the core of tht 
paper, deals with the approximability properties of NPOP and provides a full 
characterization of two known approximation s’chemes. The last section deals with 
reducibility properties of NPOP. The paper has two appendices; the first one 
provides formal definitions for Ihe different NPOP quoted in the paper and the 
second one contains an NPOP version of Cook’s reducibility result for NP. 

optimization problems 

2.1. An opthizatkm problem is a subscripted triple (A, S, & where 
(1) Ext=MinorExt=M 
(2) A is a recursive set. (L!~ is the set of all well formed encodings of some given 

combinatorial entity, e.g. graphs, families of sets, integer sequences, etc. over a given 
alphabet 2.) 
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(3) S is a function S : A + P&E*). (PO@*) denotes the set of all finite subsets of 
Z*.) FOP each a E A, S(a) denotes the set of feasible solutions of a. S(A) denotes the 

set UosA S(a). 
(4) A function 7 is assumed to be given, ? : A x S(A) -:, Z* u {*a}, such that for 

each pair (a, b), where a E A, b E S(a), i(c, 6) denotes the numerical value of b as a 
solution of a.’ 

(5) For each a E A, t(a) is defined by: 

t(a) = {k 1 k = $a, b) for some b E S(a)}. 

(If S(a) = 0, then t(a) is defined by t(a) = {*w}.) t is a set function intended to specify 
the property of the elements of A we want to study, e.g. the number of clauses which 
are satisfiable in a given CNF formula, the number of nodes that are pairwise 
adjacent in a given graph, etc. With regard to the function t we shall use the following 
notation: 

op(a) = optimum{k ] k E t(a)} 

where optimum is ‘max’ if Ext = Max, and it is ‘min’ if Ext = Min. The value ‘&uo’ will 
be regarded as ‘+oo’ if Ext = Min and as ‘- 00’ if Ext = Max. For a givea a E A, S*(a) is 
defined by: 

S*(a) = (b 1 b E S(a) and ;(a, 21) z= opia)}. 

An optimization problem is an NP optimization problem (NPOP) if the following 
additional conditions hold true: 

(6) The set A is recognizable in polynomial time, 
(7) For each a E A, the function S : A + S(A) has the following properties: 
(7.1) There is a polynomial p such that, if 2 E A and 5 E S(a), then Z(b) < p(l(a)).” 
(7.2) The set ((a, b) 1 a E A, b E S(a)) is recognizable in deterministic polynomial 

time. 
It is easy to see that the above conditions imply that the function S can be 

computed by a nondeterministic polynomial Turing machine. 
(8) The function i is of polynomial time complexity. 

In many cases, the comb- ;&orial properties (and hence the complexity) of a given 
NPOP are determined by A and I alone. We shall therefo:re abbreviate our notation 
and use the notation (A, t) Ext whenever the remaining parameter is not relevant to 

the context. With each optimization problem and each k E Z+, one can associate a set 
defined in a natural way by the following definition: 

Definition 2.2. Let (A, t)Ext be an optimization problem. Then 

(A, t1Ext.k =s {a E A opla) G k}. 

’ All the results proved in this paper will remain true if t is allowed to assume negative as well as positive 
integral values provided that some minor changes are introduced in the various definitions and proofs. 

’ l(x) denotes the length of the input word x. 
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Given an NPOP (A, t& if Ext = Min, then (A, t)~~~,k is in NP, and if Ext = Max, 

then (A, tjExt,k is in co-NP. The problem: ‘given a E A, k E Z+, is u E (A, t)Min,k?’ is 
the recognition problem which corresponds tti the optimization problem (A, t)Min, 
and the problem: ‘given a E A, k E Z’, is ti c A (A, t)Max,k?’ is t4e recognition 
problem which corresponds to (A, t)Max. 

ExampIe 2.3. The subset sum problem is the following NPOP (IS, Sss.. &Max where: 
(1’) IS is the set of all finite sequences of positive integers. 
(2) For~=(a~,..., a,,, b) E IS, &s(a) is defined by: 

s?m = ktr l ..,~~)(~i~{O,l)and(~~,~~.,~~)if(O,~~~,O~~ 

L(Q, (El, * l l , En)) = 
c Eiai if C eiai s by 
-cm if C Eiai > b. 

(It follows that OP(U) = max{k 1 k = C Eiai, k G b}.) 

3. Solutions of optimization problems: constructive and nonconstructive 

When considering optimization problems a distinction should be made between 
‘constructive’ solutions and ‘no:rconstructive’ solutions: Consider e.g. ‘he colorabil- 
ity problem: It is reasonable to assume that the problem of ascertaining whether a 
given graph is k-colorable is different from the problem of actually finding a k 
coloration (provided that it exists). 

Let (A, S, & be a given NPC?@. An algorithm that solves (A, S, t)Ext is a recursive 
function f : C* + Z’u{*o~)u{a} (a is a spe,cial symbbl not in Z), satisfying the 
following conditions: 

(a) f(w)=a e w&A, 
(2) Wa E A)(f (a) = op(a)). 

An ‘algorithm that solves (A, t) Ext constructively’ is a recurdve function f : c* + 

C* u {pi satisfying the following: 
(1) f(w) = p * w ti A (/3 is a new symbol not in C), 
(2) Wa E A)( f(a) E S*(a)). 

efinition 3,l. (A, S, &xt is (constructively) polynomidy solvable if there exists a 
polynomial time algorithm that solves (A, S, t)Ext (constructively). Such an algorithm 
is a (constructive) polynomial solution of (A, S, ?)Extr 

A connection between the complexity of an optimization problem (A, t)~~~ and the 
complexity of the sets (A, t) Ext,& induced by rt is esta.blished iin the fallowing lemma. 
Some more restricted but rel ted results can be found in the literature (see e.g. [20, 
Theorem 2.5.1] and [23, p. 7321). 
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Lemma 3.2. Let (/I, t)Ext be an NP’OP. The following two conditions are equivalent: 
(1) 77tere exists a polynomial p (not depending 011~ k) such that the problem ‘is 

a E (A, t)Ext,k?’ is decidable in p(l(a)) time. 
(2) (A, t)Ext is polynomially solvable. 

Proof. (2) + (1): By the definition of NPOP, there exists a polynomial p1 such that 
lop(a)1 C 2pl(I(a)) for each a in A. Hence, after op(a) has been computed, one needs at 
most log(op(a)) <pl(l(a)) steps to find whether op(n) s k. 

(1) 3 (2): Using binary search, at most p1 (l(a )) recognition problems ( p1 is defined 
as above) of the form ‘is a E (A, t) Ext.&?’ have to be solved in order to find op(a). Each 
of those problems can be solved in time p(l(~)). The total time needed is at most 

Ma)) l pdb)). 

We shall next formalize and generalize known techniques to obtain polynomial 
time constructive solutions to optimization problems, given polynomial time 
(nonconstructive) solutions for those problems (see e.g. [20, Theorem 2.34). 

Definition 3.3. Let (A, S, &xt be an optimization problem, and let x E X* be given. 
For each a EA, S&z) and t&a) and opX(a) are defined by: 

&(a)=S(a)nx l C* (={b 1 b E S(a) and b = xy for some y E Z*}), 

t,,,(a) = {k 1 k = ;(a, b) for some b E S,,,(a)}, 

opX(a) = optimum{k 1 k E tx(a)}. 

(If S(,)(a) = 0, then t&a) = (*oo}.> 

Lemma 3.4. Let (A, S, ?)Exc be an NPOP. if the following ‘prefix restricted form’ of 

(A, S, &xt: ‘on input (a, x), a E A, x E Z*, find op&a)’ is polynomially solvable, 
then (Al S, t)Ext is constructively polynomially solvable. 

Proof. Assume that the prefix restricted form of (A, S, t)Ext is polynomially solvable. 
There exists a polynomial p1 such that for each a c A, b E Sfa) implies that I’(b) c 
pl(l(a)J. Thus, if l(x) >pl(l(a)), then there is no b E S(a) wp*ase prefix equals x and 
therefore the only solution for such an input (a, x) is *OO. Othe&se, if I(x) < 
~#(a)), then the length of the input is bounded by a polynomial in !(a j. In both cases 
the prefix restricted form of (A, S, t)&t is solvable in time polynomial in l(a) #&lone. 

The following algorithm finds a b* E S*(a) such that ?(a, b*) = op(a) in time which 
is polynomial in l(a). (Due to the fact that (A, S, i)E,t is solvable in NP space, l(b*) is 
bounded by a polynomial in Z(a).) 

1. x + A ; llA denotes the null string 11 
2. find op(a); !op(a) = op&z \I) 
3. if x E S(a) and ?(a, x) = oysia) then halt and return x. else 
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/By the construction of x’ so far op&) = op(a), and by step 3 above x& S*(a). It 
follows that there exists some y E 2’ such that xy E S*(a), and hence there is some 
CT E C such that op&a) = op(a)l) 

4. find g E .C such that op&a) = op(a). x + na, go to 3. 
It is easy to sele that the above algorithm constructs, step by step, a string x E C* such 
that x E S*(a), and that the number of repetitions of lines 3-4 is /J). The result 
follows easily from the fact that I_‘1 is a constant, and op&) is compaltable in time 
polynomial in Z(a) for any X, where the polynomial does not depend on X. 

Many problems have the property that the existence of a polynomia: time solutions 
for them implies the existence of a polynomial time cc~structive so1utT~ns. 

The following corollary gives a simple characterization of such problems: 

Corollary 3.5. Let (A, S, i)Ext be an NPOP. If the prefix restricted form of it is 
po!ynomially reducible3 to it, then the problem of solving ‘constructively ’ (A, S, i)Ext is 
po!ynomially reducible to (A, S, &,. 

Proof. The conditions of the corollary imply the conditions of Lemma 3.4. 

,A problem for which the condition of the corollary above is not kncvwn to hold is 
the following optimization version of the ‘non prime’ problem, (Z’, SpI &,)max where 
for a E Z’, $(a) = {k 1 k E Z+, 1 C k <: a}, and tp is defined by 

&z, k) = 
2 if kla, 

1 otherwise, 

tp(a) ={bjb=?,(a,k) for some l<k<a}. Thus, for aEZ+, op(a)=2 iff Q is 
nonprime. For a given .t E C* (assume % = (0, l}), op&a) = 2 iff there is a divisor of a 
whose (binary) repres.:ntation is xy for some y. No polynomial time algorithm is 
known such that for each x E C* reduces the PI efix restricted form of (Z’, Sp, ;&ax 
to (Z’, Sp, $,)MaX. Indeed, it is probably much easier to solve the problem itself (i.e., 
to tell whether a given integer is a prime) than tl;, solve it constructively (i.e., to find a 
divisor of a given integer, provided it is non@ me); see e.g. [ 19,35]. 

Theorem 3.6. The following three conditions a re equivalent: 
(1) P = NP. 
(2) All NPOP’s are polynomially solvable. 
(3) All NPOP’s are constructively ;volynomially solvable. 

roof. (1) + (2): Let (A, t)Ext be an NPCW. It follows frcm the definitions of an 
NPOP that the set 

[(a, k) 1 a E A, k E Z’, op(a) s k} 69 

3 I.e., one can soPve the prefix restricted form of (A, S, i)Ext in polynomial time given that (A, S, &xt is 
polynomially solvable. 
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is in NP or in CO-NE Therefore if P = NP the set (*) is recognizable in time which is 
polynomial in the length of the pair (a, k). There is a polynomial pi such that for each 
a E A, I(op(a)) ~pl(l(a)). Thus, if I(k) >pi(Z(a)), then the pair (a, k) is trivially in the 
set (*). Otherwise, if l(k) s pJl(a)), then the length of the pair (a, k) is bounded by a 
polynomial in l(a). In both cases, if P = NP, then the set (*) is decidable in time which 
is polynomial, in I(a) alone. Thus, in order to check whether a E (A, f)Ext,k it is 
enough to check whether (a, k) E (*), and this can be done in time which is polynomial 
in l(a) alone. It follows that the first condition of Lemma 3.2 is satisfied, this implying 
by Lemma 3.2. the condition (2) of this lemma. 

(2) + (3): The prefix restricted form of any NPOP is itself an NPOP as one can see 
easily. Therefore the above implication follows from Lemma 3.4. 

(3) + (1): Trivially. 

Another interesting consequence of Lemma 3.4 and Theorem 3.6 is reflected in 
the following definition and corollary: 

Definition 3.7. An NPOP (A, t)Ext is NPOP complete if for each NPOP (B, f’)~x~, 
there is an algorithm which solves (B, t’) EXt in polynomial time if that algorithm is 
allowed to use the op:ration of computing op(a) for each a E A in polynomial time. 

. 

Corollary 3.8. if some NPOP complete problem is polynomially solvable then all 
NPOP’s are con5 tructively polynomially solvable ; in addition a given NPOP complete 
problem is polynomially 
solvable. 

4. p-approximations for NPOP’a 

solvtcble if and only tf it is constructively pJynomially 

The approximability of various optimization problems has been investigated 
extensively in the literature in the past few years. While some problems have been 
shown to have good approximation algorithms (e.g. [ l&9,21, etc]), other problems 
have been shown not to be approxirnable (in a sense to be defined) if P # NP (e.g. 122, 
6, 7, 15, etc]). 

Some of the above mentioned results are formalized (to fit our definitions) and 
generalized, and some new results are given in this section. 

Definition 4.1. A function h :C* +Z” w (*w}u{Q!} is a p-approximation for an 
optimization problem (A, tkxt iff h is a polynomial time function satisfying the 
following properties: 

(1) h(w) = Q! ks, w& A (cu is a special symbol not in Z), 
(2) h(a) sop(a) if Ext = Min and h(a) GOP(~) if Ext = Max, 
(3) h(a) = MO if op(a) = *a~. 
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D&&ion 4.2. A function h,: S* +C* is a constructive p-approximation for an 

optimization problem (A, S, ?jExt if h, is a PO ynomial time function sdisfying the 
following properties: 

(1) h&) = CY’ if w & A (d is a symbol not in Z), 

(2) (Va E A) (h,(a) E S(a)). 

The following rtsults hold true for both the constructive and the non-constructive 
case. We shall omit the proofs for the constructive case, those proofs being similar to 
the proofs for the nonconstructive case. 

The performance of a p-approximation h can be defined as follows (see e.g. 
[lO, 21-j): 

Asa function of the length of the input, the pei formance is defined by: 

IhW--op(a)l 
(Va E: A)& (a) = min(h (a ), op(a )I 

if min{h(a), op(a)) f :fa, 

else. 

(Vn E Z’)P&) = max!ph(a)lZ(a)sn ;mdph(a)#oo). 

Definition 4.3. An optimization problem is f(n) p-approximable if there is a 
p-approximation function, h, fG: (A, t) EXt such that pi,(n) Sf(n) for all n E Z’. 

An optimization problem is qqroximable iff for each E > 0 there is a p-approxi- 
mation function h for (A, t) Ext such that ph(a) < E for all a E A. (A, t)Ext is fz.& 
approximable if for each E > 0 there is a p-approximating function h as above with 
the additional properties that & can be computed in polynomial time Q where 

Q = Q(k), Vd, i.e., Q is polynomial in both the length of a and the value l/e. 
(Those problems are defined as problems which have a ‘pclynomial time approxi 
mation scheme’ or ‘fully polynomial time approximation scheme’ respectively in [7].) 

It is known from the literature that there are problems which are approximable or 
fullly approximable, and there are other problems which are not approximable 
according to the above definitions, if PZNP. It is important therefore to have 
necessary or sufficient conditions for approximability or full approxima.bility. 

After the first version of this paper appeared [17], the authors became aware of 8 
result of Garey and Johnson [7] concerning a necessary condition for full approxi- 
mabillry. That result is reproduced here (with due changes to fit our definition) for the 
sake of comparison and completeness. 

Let max be a function from problem instances to Z+. Problem instances are 
assumed to have components which are positive integers, an max(a) denotes the 
maximal integer appearing in a where a E A is an instance of a problem. 

An algorithm is pseudo polyn,omial if its time complexity is bounded from above 
by a polynomial in l(a) and max(a j. 
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ewe G-J). Let (A, f)Ext be an optimization problem such that op(a ) is 
bounded from above by a polynomial in both max(a) and l(a). If [A, t)Ext is fully 
approximable, then it has a pseudo polynomial time solution. 

A deficiency of tk above theorem is its restricted nature as reflected in the 
conditions on op(a) which do not always hold (e.g. consider the problem: ‘on input 

(al ¶. . . 9 a,, h, . . . , b,, b) find a subset I c {1,2, . . . , n} such that r[ iel Qi is maximal 
subject to Cicl bi s b. Other examples can be found in [16]). 

We shall introduce now necessary conditions for approximability and full approx- 
imability not having the above deficiency, and stronger in a sense to be described in 
the sequel. 

4.1. Necessary conditions for approximability and full approximabiZty 

Definition 4.5. An optimization problem (A, tjExt is simple iff for each k E Z’, 
(A, t)axt,k is a set in P. (A, t)Ext is rigid if it is not simple. 

Notice that no connection 
defined above. The condition 

is assumed between l(a) and up(a) in 
is therefore applicable to the previous 

the condition 
examples. 

Definition 4.6. A simple optimization problem (A, t)Ext is p-simple iff there is some 
. polynolxial Q(x, y) such that for each k E Z+, (A, t) Ext,k is recognizable in Q( &a ), k) 

time. 

Remark 4.7. The following properties are easy to prove for a given NPOP (A, t)Ext: 
(1) If it is p-simple and, for all a EA, op(a) is bounded from above by a 

polynomial in l(a), then it is polynomially solvable. 
(2) If it is p-simple and, for all a EA, op(a) is bounded from above by a 

polynomial in max(a) and I(a), then it has a pseudo polynomial solution. 
(3) If it has a pseudo polynomial solution and, for all a E A, zzax(a) is bounded 

from above by a polynomial in l(a) and op(a), then it is p-simple (see e.g. [16]). 

Theorem 4.8. If’ (A, t)Ext is approxrmable, then (A, t)Ext is simple. 

Proof, Let (A, t)Ext be approximable, and let k E 2’ be given. Then (4, f)ExtJ is in P: 
by definition, for each E 2 0 there is a polynomial (time) function h, : C* + 

ii?'+ (J {koo} LJ {a} such that ‘WC E A, 

Ih,(d-opkdl 
min(h, (a), op(a)}< e* 

Let Ext = Max. (The other case is similar and is omitte&) h,(a) and op(a) are 
integers by definition and h,(a) G op(a). Thus, h,(a) > k implies that op(n) > k. On 
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the other hand, choosing E = l/k, the inequality 

IM+~Pl4l 1 
min{h,(a), op(a)}<k 

implies that 

opW-Ma)< 1 or opta) -- 
h,(a) $ 

and for h,(a) G k this inequality is impossible unless op(a) = h,(a). It follows that: 

[h&4 s kl++bpbd s kl. 

Int o$Jher words, h l/k is a polynomial function that recognizes (A, t)Exr,k. 

It can be shown that the converse of The&, em 4.8 is not true, and that there are: 
some simple NPOP’s which are not p-approxfmable (the TSP4 problem [ 181 is an 
example), assuming P # NP. 

‘fieorem 4.9. (A, t)EXt is fully qyoximab!e implies that (A. t)Exl is p-simple. 

Proof. Let (A, t)Ext be fully approximable and let k E Z+ be given. Then (A, t)Ext,k is 
recognizable in Q(l(a), k) time iol some polynomial Q(x, y): by definition there is 
some polynomial Q’(x, y) such that (A, t) Ext is E p-approximable in @(I(a), l/e) 
time. Choosing E = l/k, (A, t)Ext is 1 /k p-approximable in Q’!/(h), k) time, and 
applying the same argument as in Theorem 4.8 we see that (A, t)Ext,k is recognizable 
in Q’(Z(a), k) time (that is: Q = Q’). 

Remark 4.10. If P # NP, they- p-simplicity is not a sufficient condition for full1 
approximability, as can be shown by the following NPOP ‘modified MAX SUBSET 

SUM’: (IS, &)Max, which is similar to max subset sum’ with one exception: For an 
integer sequence (al, a2, . . . , a,, b), tiS is defined by: 

tLh, . . . 9 an, b) = {k 1 k divides b and k = F ai, for some sequence 
j='l 

Giveri an input (a f 0 * 9 a,,, b) for this problem, its optimum is equal to b if and only if 
that input satisfies the knapsack property. L,ct h be an ~-approximation to the above 
problem with E < 1. If h(a) > b/2, then bJ:! c h(a) s op(a) G b and, as op(a) 1 b this 
implies that op(a) = 6. If, on the other hand h’(a) 6 b/2, then op(a)/h(a) s s + 1 c 2 
or op(a) < 2h(a) s 6, Thus op(a) = b iff h(a) > b/2. TIhis means that any EsOapprox- 
imation with E < 1 to the above problem solves the NP-complete knapsack problem. 

4 See Appendix I. 
5 See Appmdix 1. 
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Hence, if P $ NP, then this problem is not approximable, and of course not fully 
approximablc; but it can be shown that this problrr?l is p-simple (see next section). 

emark 4.11. Consider the following problem: Q;i input (~1, . . . , a,) where for all z”, 
ai = 3bi, bi E Z’, find the minimal Ic, k > 0, such that k = 1 + C &iai.i where if E {- 1, l},. 
This problem is rigid. For & = 1, the set (A, t&,1 (where (A, t)Ext is the above 
problem) is easily seen to be equivalent to the partition problem, which is known to 
be NP complete, [ll]. Therefore, as follows from Theorem 4.8 above, it is not 
approximable, which implies that it is not fully approximable. &Z the other hand, it 
does have a pseudo polynomial solution (see [7]). Thus the G-J theorem is not 

applicable to this problem (and there are other such problems, set: e.g. [16]), while 
Theorem 4.8 here is. In addition, it follows from Remark 4,7(2) that the necessary 
condition given in the G-J theorem is implied by the necessary condition in Theorem 
4.9. In this sense our necessary condition is stronger than the condition of Garey and 
Johnson, as claimed before. 

2. One can show that the following problems are simple but not 
p-simple: MAX CLIQUE, SET COVER, MAX SAT,~ etc. Those problems cannot be fully 
approximable if P it NP, as follows from Theorem 4.9. On the other hand, there are 
problems which are fully approximable and therefore p-simple [9, 21, 16, etc]. 

The following is a ‘prototype’ of a p-simple problem - the SUBSET SUM’ problem. 
Let a = (al,. . . 9 a,, b)E (Z+)n+l be an input to ‘MAX SUBSET SUM'. Then thd 

following algorithm will solve the problem: ‘is a E (A, t)Ext,k?' in OQl(a) l k) time 
units. The algorithm contains a variable ‘T’ which is the set of values of all ‘feasible 
solutions’, and at the end of the a1gorith.m T - t,,(a). 

1. begin; 
2, Y’+(O), ic- 1; 
3. For every c in T do begin; 
4. If rk <c + ai s b then halt and reject (comment op(a) > k); 
5. If C+aiSk then T+Tu{c+ai}end; 
6. If i = M then halt and accept; 
7. i+i+lgoto3; 
8. End. 

The algorithm checks, foi a given 0; whether a cz (IS, &s)Max,k and its 
complexity is O(n 9 k) = O(Z(a:( 4 k). This follows from th;: fact that ITI s 
through the execution of the algorithm. 

time 
k all 

6 See Appendix 1. 
’ See Appendix 1. 
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4.2 Other necessary co. editions for approximability and full approximability 

We are now introducing other necessaq conditions for approximability and full 
approximability. It will be shown that the conditions in the previous sections together 
with the conditions to be introduced here are sufficient for approxim ability and full 
approximability respectively. 

.13. An NPOP (A, t) Ext satisfies the boundedness condith Bl if there is 
a function B : A x Z:” + I!,‘” (for a E A, c E Z+; B(a, c) is denoted by &,,). satisfying 
the following: 

-Bl. 1: There is a polynomial E(n), E(n) 3 0 for all positive n, suck that for each 
a EA and for ea& c EZ*: 

B 
oD(a) 

a.c s 1 s ,& +E(Z(a)) if Ext = Max, 
c , 

B a,c d3WaB 
ax -E(Z(a)) if Ext = Min, 

C 

Bl.2 The time complexity of B(a, c) is bounded from above by Q(~(Q), B,,,), 
where Q is some polynomial in two variables. 

Definition 4.14. An NPOP (A, f)Ext satisfies the boundedness condition I32 if there is 
a function iB as above, satisfying: 

RZ. 1; There is some constant E0 > 0 such that for each a E A and for each c E Z’+: 

B 
Ma i 

0.c s -s B,, + Eo if Ext = Max, 
c 

B 0.c 
$!!w~B a,c - Eo if Ext = Min. 

C 

B2.2; The time complexity of Bia, c) is bounded by QB,,, (k#, where &a,= is a 
polynomial which depends on the kteger Ba,c alone. 

emark 4.15. Notice that Condrtion B 1 (and similarly for B2) could also be stated in 
the following more natural form. 

BP. 1; There is LI polynomial E(n), E(n) > 0 for all positive ra, such that for each 
ae.A andforea&cEZ+: 

0 s (op(a)/c m-B,,,) GE(f(a)) if Ext = Max. 

B1.Z The time complexity of B(a, t ) is polynomial in Z(a) and op(a)/c. 

.16‘ The MAX SUBSET SUM problem satisfies Condition B2, as shown by 
the following algorithm 

’ Z,” denotes the set of nonnegative integers including zero. 
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B: Input: ((al,. . . , a,, b), c). #Output: Ba,= 
1. Split {1,2,. . . , n}into1d=(iIl<isn anda+c}and 

1s ={l, 2,. . . , n}\IG 

2. 
3. 
4. 

5. 

Ilcomment: for I C {1,2,. . . , n}, SI is defined by: Sjr = Cieraill 

S* + inax{& 1 I c IG, Sr G b} 
lllet Is = (il, . . . , il)ll for j = 1 to 2 do 
ifS*+ai,sb thenS*c-S*+ai, 

S* 
B ec. a,c L I 

Let S* be the value of S* at the termination of the algorithm. If T,y=, ai 6 b, then 

c 
n 
i=l ai = s* = op(a). Otherwise, by lines 3-4 of the algorithm (and by the definition 

of Is), 0 s b -s* s c. In both cases c 2 op(a) - S* 2 0, and th.erefore: 

OPb 1 =--Ba,c <2; 
C 

hence Condition B2.1 holds for E0 = 2. 
The time complexity of lines 1, 3, 4, 5 of the algorithm is O(n). Line 2 can be 

performed by the following algorithm: 

2.1. 

2.2. 
2.3. 

Sort the set {ai 1 i E Ia) 

lllet the so&d set be (a-1, . . . , aI), tii s ni+,ll 

i+max{i Ix:=, Cri s b) - 

S* + max{& I I c IG, 111 G P^, Sl < b). 

The intleger i computed in lines 2.1.-2.2 satisfies the following: 
(a) if I c 1G and III‘, f, then SI ~~j~~ ai > b. 
(b) i G @*/c] = Ba.0 since &, ai < S*, and for each j, tij 2 c. If follows frolm (a) 

above that S*, as defined in line 2.3, satisfies: S* = max{Sr I I 1~ IG, Sr s b}. The time 
required to compute E (lines 2.1 and 2.2) is O(n log n).’ The time complexity of line 
,2.3 is O(& (r)), and by (b) above: 

o(,f (y))=O(n')=O(n"...), 

It follows that the time complexity of the algorithm as a whole is O(nB,qc), and hence 
Condition B2.2 holds too. 

In the following theorems we shall assume that Ext = Max. The proofs for the cases 
where Ext = Min are similar. 

Theorem 4.17. If (A, &ax is fully approximable, then (A, t)luax satisfies Condition 
Bl. 

’ This can be reduced to O(n), by using median finding algorithms instead of sorting, as proposed in 
[13], Section 41. 
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SprooP. Let (A, t)hgax be fully approximable. By the definition there exists a poly- 

nomial Gig, y) such that for each g > 0, (A, t) Ext is E g-approximable in Q&z), l/e) 

time. Without loss of generality Q is assumed to be nondecreasing in both its 
variables. For a given a E A, c E Z’, B Q,C is computed by the followin 3 algorithm B : 

B: 
1. 

put: (a, c) E A x Z+. Output: Ba,c 
Compute an l-approximation (i.e., an e-approximation for P- = 1) to op(a). 
Denote this approximation by hi(a). (By definitions, !&l(a) 5 op(a) s 
2hda).) 

2. 

3. 
4. 

c 

’ t k(a) 
if E 2 1 then be,gin &,= + 0, halt, end. 
else compute an E approximation to op(a), to be dena>kd as hz(a). 
(hda)~op(a)~h&)(a+~)) 

5. B + a,c 

Suppose, first that E < I. By the definitions of Ba,c and E m the algorithm we have 
the follct:Gng: 

B 
Ma) 

adz 
G-C B,, -t 1. 

c 

Hence we have: 

Ma) Ma) 
B +-7=--= 

Ma) 
a,c 

c 
-(l+E)<(&,+~~)(l+8) 

c 

= Ba,= + E 0 B,,, + 1+ E < Ba,c + 4. 

If E a 1, then c/hl(a)B 1, and therefcrr= c/op(a)>$, or op(a)/c s2. Hence, in this 
case, 

op(a) B c(‘)~-- 
a.c 

C 
S2=0+2=B,,+2. 

In both cases Ba,= satisfies Condition 131.1. (In fact even Candition 82.1, which is 
stronger.) 

We shall now show that the time complexity of algorithm B satisfies the Condition 
81.2: The time complexity of Step 1 is a(&~), 1) = Ql(E(a)). The time complexity of 
Step 2 is polynomial in Z(a) (note that l(op(a)) is bounded by a polynomial in the 
length of a). The time complexity of Step 3 is a constant. The time complexity of 
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Step 4 is 

Q( l(a), i) = Q( Z(a), ?) s N(a), &.r +4)* 

The time complexity of Step 5 is polynomial in Z(a). *Altogether, the tim!: complexity 
of each step in the algorithm is polynomial either in Z(a) or in Z(a) and &ce Hence the 
time complexity of the algorithm as a whole is polynomial in I(a) and B,,,, as 
required. 

Theorem 4.18. ff (A, t) Max is approximable, th.en it satisfies C’ondition B2. 

Proof. If (A, t)Ext is approximable then there exists an infinite sequence of poly*- 

nomials (Qdn ), 02b2 1, . . .) such that for each E > 0, (A, t)Ext can be E-approximated 
in QrI~,I(Z(a)) time. Without loss of generality we may assume that kz > kl implies 
Ok,(n) 2 Q&z) for all n. (If this is not the case, define Q&z) = &, Qi(n) and Q;(n j 

satisfies the assumption.) Bearing this in mind, Theorem 4.18 can be proved along 
the same lines as Theorem 4.17. The details are omitted. 

Remark 4.19. While the necessary conditions given in Section 4.1 are decidability 
conditions (to decide whether given sets are in P) and as such have been investigated 
for many particular cases, the boundedness conditions given here are new, numerical 
and have not been yet investigated. To get some more insight into the nature of those 
conditions notice the following properties: 

(1) As op(a) < 2p(‘(a)) for some polynomial p and all a E A, if I: > 2C’!‘(n’r (01 
I(c) G p(‘(a”), then the conditions will hold true for Ba,= = 0. Thus the condition must 
be verified for bounded c only. 

(2) Assume that a given ‘NPOP is fully approximable. Then it is p-simple and it 
satishes Bl. If the problem is not polynomially solvable, then op(a) is not poly- 
nomially bounded by l(a) (see Remark 4.7(l)). Thus, although IBa,l -op(a)( e 
E(f(a)) it is not ‘practical’ to get an approximation to op(a) by computLg Ba.l as the 
complexity of this compuiation is polynomial in B a,l, which is ‘polynom~ally close’ to 
op(a) which is not ‘polynomially bounded’ by Z(a). 

4.3. Necessary and sujJicient condizions for approximability and full ap~~oximab!lity 

Theorem 4.20. (A, t)Ext is fully approximable e the following conditions MU : 

(1) (A, t)Ext is p-sim sle, 
(2) (A, t)Ext satisjieskondit!on BP. 

Proof. (=+) Condition (1) was shown to be necessary in Theorem 4.9 Condition (2) 
was shown to be necessary i,r Theorem 4.17. 

(e) We kave to show that there is a polynomial Q(x, y) such that fos each E > 
(A, t)Ext can be E-approximated using an algorithm with time complexity 
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Q(&a), l/c). Given a and E, we shall construct an c:-approximation of the form 
c l gave. Without loss of generality we assume that E e 1: 

(a) By Condition Bl. 1) for any c the following inequalities hold provided that 
B, Lc > 0: I&, G op(a)/c =S Base + E(l(a~). Dividing .by Ba,c and rearr rnging terms, 

we’ get: 

(b) It follows from (a) that c 9 Ba,= is an ~-approximation to op(a)* provided that 

Notice that the above condition implies that Bavc > 0. . 
(c) By the p-simplicity it can be checked in time polynomial in l(u) and 1 /E 

whether op(a) s 2E(Z(a)),k. If this is the case, op(u) can be computed (using binary 
search, for instance), in time which 1s also polynomial in I(u) and I/E. We shall 
assume, therefore, that op(u) > 2E{Z(u))/&. 

(d) There exists a p6lynomial p(Z(u)) (which can be compu.ted in time polynomial 
in Z(tz)) such that op(u) c ~(‘(*)). By Condition B1.l: 

and hence B,,pf(a)) = 0. 
(e) Again, by Condition B1.l we bave that B, 9 la op(u) - E(f(u)j. From this, from 

(c) above and from the fact that E =-G 1, we get: 

Ba,l -‘op(u) - E(l(u)) a 2E(b )) -E(Qu)) 3 E(l(a!!a 
& 8 

Since, by (d) above, Ba,p(l(~)) = 0, there exists an integer k, 0 at: k G p(l(a )), such that 

B EU(a )) 
42 k S--sBa,p~_ 

& 

(f) Let k be an integer satisfying the conditions of (e) above. By Condition B 1.3, 
rhe folldwing inequalities hold: 

&f&-i s 2spb) 2op(a ) p-1 = 2 7 s 2(Ba,p + E(Z(u);r s 2 . !!?i!!m+E(l(a))) 

2 
= ; E(l(u))(l + E), 

and since E s 1, Ba,2k-1 s (4/&)E(l(u)). 
(g) By Condition B1.2 the time complexity of thie function B : (a, C) + Z&C is 

bounded by some polynomial in two variables (l(a ), ,Ba,=), where is nondecreas- 
ing in both its variables. 
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(5) An integer k satisfying the conditions of (e) above, and the correspandirrg 
B, 2k-1, can be computed as follows: 9 

step 1: s cp(l(a)); &,p +- 0. 
Step 2: while Ba,p G E(l(a))/& do $ + s - I compute Ba,2s,, 
Step 3: k + s + 1, B;l,p-l + Ba,p, halt. 

The time complexity of Step 1 and the number of repetitions of Step 2 are both 
bounded by p(l(a)), by (e) above. By (f) above, at all stages of the algorithlm 
B a,2s s 4E(l(a))/e. Hence, by (g), the time required to compute BQS at each stage is 
bounded by &(a), 4E(l(a))/&), which is polynomial in H(a) and 1 JE. 

Hence, each repetition of Step 2 is of time complexity which is polynomial in &z) 
and f/E. It follows that the time complexity of the evaluation of the integer 2k and of 
B4.p-l is polynomial in C(a ) and 11~. 

(i) From (b) and (e) above it follows that 2k-’ l B a,2k-1 is ,an ~-approximation It0 

op(a). This completes the proof. 

Theorem 4.21. (A, t)Exo is approximable C? the following conditions hold: 
(1) (A, t)Ext is simple, 
(2) (A, t)Ext satisfies condition B2. 

Proof, (+) Condition (1) is necessary by Theorem 4.8. Condition (2) is necessar) by 
Theorem 4.18. 

(+) Most of the details of the proof of this part are omitted, the proof being simil,ar 
to that 6f Theorem 4.20. On input (a, E), we look for an ~-approximation to op(a) iof 
the form c l Ba,=: 

(a) By Condition B2.1, for any c the following inequalities hold: 

B 
6PW 

a,c G-----GIFI,,~+E~ 
c 

where E0 is some given constant, or: 

o < w(a) -c 9 &,c EO - -----<- 
C l Ba,c B ’ a4 

provided that B4,= > 0. 
(b) From (a) it follows that c l B a,c is an ~-approximation to 01?(a), provided that 

Eo/B~,~ 6 E (or Ba.C 2 Eo/& >O). 
(c) 18~ the simplicity it can be checked whether op(a) G :2E& jin time which is 

bounded by &h,&(a)) where Q r2hlsl (n ) is a polynomial whi& depends on 
[2Eo/e1 alone, and hence on e aJone. If op(a) 6 2.Eo/&, then opj(n) can be found in 
Q;2E0,el (I(a j) time, where Q;2EO,B1 is, another polynomial, whiich depends on 
[2Eo/& 1 alone. 

(dj There exists a polynomial p(n) such that op(a) < 2p(‘(a’)a 
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(e) There exists an integer k, 0 < k <p(Zb)) such that 

(f) For an integer k satisfying (e) above, the following inequality hc ids: &,2k-l C 

h&/E. 

(g) -BY Qndition B2.2, for each i E 2’ there exists a polynomial 0, (n) such that 

the function B : (a, C) -+, F& can be computed in Qs,,, time. Moreover: !or each i and 
j, i <j implies Q(n)< tQ(n) fOi all n (see Remark 4.18). 

(h) An integer k that satisfies the condition of (e), and the corresponding Ba,2k-l 
can be computed as follows: 

Step 1: s+p(l(a)), Ba,2s 4, 
Step 2: while BaB25 s Eof E do s t- s - 1, compute Ba,2sg 
Step 3: k c- s + 1, Bay+1 + Ba,2s, halt. 
By an argument similar to that givers in part (h) of the proof of Theorem 4.17, it can 

be shown that the time complexity of the evaluation of 2k and B&2+1 is bounded by a 
pc:ynomial which depends on 4&/~ only, and hence on E oaly. 

(i) IZk-l l B,, +--* is an ~-approximation to op(a). This concludes the proof. 

Rematrk 41.22. Let us assume that a given problem satisfies the condition: op(a) s 
p(l(a j) where p is some polynomial. Such a problem satisfies) the Bl co!jdition in a 
trivial way (set Bo,= = 0 for all c). On the other hand if such a problem is simple it 
cannot be p-simple if it is not polynomially solvable (see Remark 4.7). Therefore if 
such a problem is to be approximable it will have to satisfy thle Condition B2 whose 
first part is stronger than the first part of Condition Bl, although the resulting 
approximability property is weaker than p-approximabili~y. It is therefore not 
necessarily the case that providing an approximation scheme for a given problem is 
easier than providing a p-approximation scheme for it. In fact most problems that are 
known to be approximable are also known to be fully approxi!lnabJe (but see [ 141 for 
2n exception). 

The theorems proved in this section are summarized in Fig. 1: Arrows represent 
implication. The broken &e box includes the G-J theorn,m. The fuil line box 
includes our theorems. 

GJ Theorem --_a--_--_ 

0 I 

Fig. 1. 
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5. Reductions which preserve approximability 

The concept of ‘reduction’, and in particular poiynomiaJ time reduction, is of 
crucial importance in the theory of NP recognition problems. There are several 
definitions of ‘polynomial reducibility’, due to [ 11,4 and 2, p. 3731. &cording to all 
the definitions, if a problem A is polynomially reducible to a problem B, then a 
polynomial time solution of B provides a polynomial time solution to A. In this 
section we define and study reductions between optimization problems, such that if 
an NPOP (A, t&xt is polynomially reducible to (B, f2)~x~, then a ‘good’ p-approxi- 
mation algorithm to (23’, b2)uxt provides a ‘good’ p-approximation to (14, fl)Ext. 

efinition 5.L Let IA Ir S 1, 1 Ext t ) and (AZ, Sz, t& be two NPOP’s with equal 
subscripts Ext. Then g : Z* + C* is a (polynomial tin,,) ratio preserving reduction of 
the first NPOP to the se:cond if g is a (polynomial time) function which satisfies the 
following conditions: 

(1) a! =+%(a&&, 
(2) there exist constants Cl and C2, 0 < Cr 6 C2, such that for each a E Al, 

Cop(a) s op(g(a)) 6 ~2opb). 

If cr=c2= 1; then the reduction is measure preserving. The;: importance of ratio 
preserving and measure preserving reductions follows from the following: 

I&mma 5.2. Letf(n) be a function which is O(log n).” Letg : (A, tl)Ext’) (B, t2)Ext be 
a ratio preserving polynomial time reduction. Let (B! t& be an f(n) p-approximable 
NPW, where f(n) is as above. Then (A, t ) 1 EYt is 0( f(n)) p-approximable. If g is 
measure preserving and (B , 2 t ) Ext is (fully) approximable, then so is (A, tl)Ext I 

Prsoof. Let h be an f(n) p-approximation to (E’, f&t. By definition we have that 
Ciop(a) ~op(g(a)) < Czop(a) for some two constants Cl and Cz and all a E A. 
Assume that Ext = lHin (the proof for the other case is similar) and consider the 
following algorithm: 

h’: 
1. 
2. 

3 . . 

Input a E A. Output h’(a). 
Reduce a by g to b = g(a) E B 
Compute h (6) 

We claim that h’ is an O(f(n)) p-approximation to (A, t)Ext. The fact that h and g are 
of polynomial time complexity implies that Cz’ is also of polynolmkl time complexity. 
To show that h’ is an 0( f (n )) approximation to (A, t)bdin we must show that for any 
a E A the following inequality holds: 

lo I.e. lim sup g(n )/log (n) C 00. 
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where ~(2) is some O(f(n)) function. The left-hand side of the above inequality is 
implied by the following inequalities: 

(h is a p-approximation to (61, tz)Min). The right-hand side of the aboce inequality is 
equivalent to 

h’(a) s q’(l(a))op(a j 

where if(n) is O( f(n)). (If g(n) is O( f (n)), then so is q(n) = Q(n) - 1.) But 

h(g(aj)-op(g(a))~f(I(g( )) 

op(g(a)) 
a 

or 

h(g(aIW(f(l(g(aN+ I)op(g(a)). 

Now, as g is polynomial, l(g(a )) is polynomial in the length t#f a and, as f (n ) is 
ijssumed to be O(log(n)), we have that f(Z(g(a)))s Csf(Z(a)) where Cs is some 
constant. Aso op(g(a)) G Czop(a), this following from the definitions. Thus 

h(gCa j) s (Gf(l(a)) + QGop(a) 

and 

hkb)) = cC3(f(l(a)) + WHOPS) 
h’(a)= c 

Cl 
=~UWbp(d 

1 

where q(Z(a)) = Cs(f(Z(a))-t l)cz/C~ is O(f(l(a))) as required. 
To prove the second part of the lemma notice that if g is measure preserving then 

Cl = 1. Thus h’(o) == h(g(a)) and op(a) =op(g(a)) and we have that 

o)Gd4b-o~k(a)) h’(a)-opta) .- 
op(g(a )) = opta) 

and 

h’W-w(a) h(go)-op(g(a))<e: 
op(a) -=-- op(gW) 

so h’ is an E p-approximation if h is. 

A measure preserving reduction g : (A, tl)Ext + (I?, t&xt is c:onstruc~~k~ if there is a 
gorithm f : A x B + A such that ‘for all g(a) E B, g*(a) 6 S*(B) 
a)) E S*(a) (i.e., one can find an element jn S*(a) given g*(a) an 

element in S*(B)). Many reductions specified in [ll] when analysed in the light of 
our definitions here can be shown to be measure preserving reductions, as specified in 
the examples below. For the definitions of the NPO ‘s involved in the f&towing 
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reductions, see Appendix 1. In addition to ratio preserving and measure preserving 
reductions one may define and study other types of reductions as well, such as crder 
preserving reductions, etc. but we shall not deal with this subject here. 

samples 5.3. (i) gl : COLORABILITY + CLIQUE COVER: a graph G (N, A) is reduced 
to the complemented graph G’(A?, A). 

(ii) g:’ : CLIQUE COVER + COLORABILITY is also a measure preserving reduction. 
(iii) g2: SET COVER+DOMINATING SETI An input to SET CORER oiE the form 

4=wl,*-~, Sn}, where LJy=, Si = S =(x1, . . . , x,} is reduced to a graph G(N, A), 
where 

N={l,2 9 . . . v n, a, a - . . , G?J, 

A=(@, j)llG<j s IS} ir {(iv X,) 1 Xc E Si}. 

(iv) gi: DOMINATINGSET+SETCO~ER: Aninputto ~OMINAT'IWSET oftheirlrm 
G(N, A) is reduced to a family of sets 4 in the following manner: Suppose 
N=(l,2,..., n},then 4 = (Sl, S2, . . . , Sn) where Si = {i} u (j 1 (i, j) S= A}. 

(v) g3: NODE COVER+DOMINATING SET: An input G(N, A) to NODE CO\iER is 
transformed to G’(N’, A’) where 

N’=NuA, 

A’ = {(i, j) 1 i, j E N) v {(i, e) I i E N, e E A, i incid.ent to e]* 

(Vi) ~,$MAXSAT+MAXCLIQ~E: An input to MAX~AT of the form{&...,,, f?p}y 

where each Ci is a clause over a set of variables {X1, Xl, . . . , Xn, Xn} is reduceld to a 
graph G(N, A), where 

N = ( V’i I a is a literal, u E Ci}, 

(vii) gs: NODE COVERNET COVER: An input to NODE COVER of the form 
G(N, A) is reduced to 4 = {Si}iEN, where Si = {(i, j) 1 (i, j) E A} (note that the existence 
of g5 follows from the existence of gn and g$). 

(viii) g6: NODBCOVER+FEEDBACKNODE SET: Agraph G(N,JL)is reduced to a 
digraph R( V, E) where 

V=N, 

~={(i+ j), (j+i)l(i, j)EA}. 

(ix) g7: NODE COVER-~FEEDPACK ARC SET: A graph G(N, A) is reduced to a 
digraph D(V, E) where 

E= u Jr -+ i2h (i244, (jl +J2), (j2+ id}; 
U,],fC 
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Fig. 2. 

Fig. 3 illustrates the above reductions: 

NOOE COVER 

;\i*\;y FEEDBACK DO”;;;T’NG 
’ NODE SET 

9;’ 
c 

COLORASILITY CLIOUE 

MAX SAT 

I 

g4 

MAX CLIQUE 

SET COVER 

Fig. 3. 

The Eollowing theorem shows that the classes of NPOP introduced here, rigid, 

simple and p-simple but not simple, have the property that no problem in the first 
class can be measure preserving reduced to a problem in the second class, the same 
being true for the second and third classes. 

Theorem 5.4. Let (A, tl)Ext be a rigid NFOP, (B, t&, be a simplr but not p-simple 
NPOP,, aszd (C, QExt be a p-simple NPOP. men (A, tl)Exf. is not reducible by a 
measure preserving reductim to (B , 2 t ) Ext9 and (B, t2)Ext is not reduci6le by a measure 
preserving reduction to (C, I.&~. 

Proof. Let k. be an integer such that (A, tl)Ext,ko is not in P. If (A, hht is ply- 

nomially reducible by a measure preserving reduction to (B, tz)~~~, then the following 
algorithm will recognize (A , 1 t ) Ext,h in polynomial time: ‘given a E A, reduce a to 
b E B by a mreaure preserving reduction, and check whether b E (B, t2)Ext,b’. 
Clearly, a E (A, tl)Ert,kO iff b E (B, t2)Ext,b. Hence, (A, it)Ext,b is in P, a contradiction. 
The oth:zr part of the theorem may be proved similarly. 

We conclude the paper with the following remarks: Let the notation 

‘(A, &xt sp (B, hxt’ be used to denote polynomial time measure preserving 
reducibility of (A, tl)~~~ to (B, tp)Ext. The relation sp is reflexive and transitive. A 
natural question that may be ask?4 is: “Is there an NPOP (Ao, to)Ext which is maximal 
with respect to the relation d,,?“, i.e., is there an NPOP such that every other NPOP 
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is polynomially reducible to it by a measure preserving reduction? In Appendix 2 a 
positive answer is given to this question, by adjusting the technique used in Cook’s 
theorem for recognition problems to optimization problems. 

In the note of Kn;d:h [ 121 a distinction is made between sets which are NP complete 
and stts which are LdP complete by ransformation, where the former are sets such 
that, if one of them is in P, then P = NP, and the latter are sets such tkat all NP sets can 
be transformed to any one of them by a polynomial time algorithm. 

A similar distinction can be made for NPQP’s, where an NPOP complete by 
transformstion problem is an NPOP such that all NPOP’s can be reduced to it by a 
polynomial time measure preserving reduction. By the above discussion, if P + NT”, 
then the collection of NPQP complete by transformation problems is properly 
included in the collection of NPOP complete problems. Such a (proper) inclusion has 
not been yet proved (or disproved) for the NP case. 

Appendix I 

We gi-re here a k’ormal definition of several NPOP studied in the literature. Some of 
the NPOP defined below were mentioned in the paper. 

(1) TSP (Travelling Salesman Problem) := ( W( (B), ~~~~~~~~~ whiere W( %?) is the set 
of all weighted graphs W(%) (that is, graphs combined with a weight function 
W : A + Z‘), and for a given weighted graph W[G(N, A)], 

f~& W[G(N, A)]) = {k 1 there exists a Hamiltonian cycle in the graph 
whose weight is k}u(&a} 

(we add *OQ to t +& W[G(N, A)]) to make sure that it is not elmptyj. 

(2) 

(3) 
finite 

(4) 

and 

MAX CUT := ( W( 9?), fcUTjMkX, where W(3) is as above and 

fCUT( W[G(N, .A)]) == {k 1 A contains a cutset of weigh& k}. 

MAX SUBSET SUM = (IS, &&MAX Where 1s = {(al, . . . , a,,, b);) is the set of all 

integer sequences, aEd 

t,s(h, l ' l 9 a,,b))={lrcIk~bandtherearel~il<g.~<i,~n, 

s 
c aii = k). 

i=l 

JSD (Job Sequencing with Deadlines) = (1s3, tJSjMAX where 

IS3 = {(I;, D1,1D1, . * . , T~,Dn,P,,)I{~,Di,.Pi}cZfc)rd=1,...,n} 

.JJS((TI, DI, PI, . . ‘3 T,, -& K)) 

= {k 1 there is a permutation u of (1,2, . . , m) such that i ~o~:i$‘~~i~ = k, 
i=l 
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(5) SET COVER = (f; &IDI where f is the set of all finite families of finite sets, and 

for {SI, . . . 9 S&f, 

Wl, ’ * l , SJ) 
1 

= ilthere exists IQ<jz<* l *<ii-n so that IJ Sj?= 
r=l 

(6) DOMINATING SET = (3, tD&~, where for G E %!& 

t&G) = {k 1 there are L nodes in G that are adjacent to a11 other nodes 
of 43). 

(7) CLIQUE COVER = (59, fcc&: where for G( V, E) E 3% I- 

t,(G) = {k 1 there exist k cliques in G whose union is V}. 

(8) FEEDBACK ARC SET = (9, tFB,t&m, where 23 is the set of all directed graphs, 
and for D( V, E) 5 9 (V =: the set of vertices, E = the set of edges) 

tFBA(D) = {k 1 there exists k edges in A t at each (directed) cycle in D 
contains at least one of them}. 

(9) FEEDBACK NODE SET = (9, ~F~&N, where for D( V, E) E 9, 

tmN(D) = (k I there exists k vertices irk N such that each (directed) cycle 
contains at least one of them],. 

(10) STEINER TREE = ((Iv(%), s), ts&Mp;, where ( W(9), S) is the set of all 
weighted graphs together with a given subset of the nodes of the graphs. For z given 
element (W(G), S> of this set, 

fsTR(( W(G), S)) := {k I there exists a subtree of G that contains S, whose 
weigh! is ic j. 

Appendix 2 

We present here a set 14 and corresponding function t such that both (A, ~)MIN and 
(A, ~)MAX are NPOP’s and, for each NPOP (is, t)~x~, (B, ~)nx--r gp (A, t)EXT where 
E.~T = MAX or EXT = MII’~. Such an NPOP is an NPOP complete by transformation 
problem. Our example will, therefore, provide an analogue to Cook’s theorem (for 
recognition problems) for NPOP’s. As a matter of fact, the example we are going to 
present is an extension of the example of Cook made to fit our definitions* We first 
restate CoL*‘s theorem (without proof) in a slightly different form, suitable for our 
purpose. 

Let T be ao NDTM ami let f : 2 -+ % be a (polynomial time 
fUnctiOi2, f (8~) 3 iu. Then there i&s& a function g : * + C* that satisfies 

the following conditions : 
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(lj g(w)EsAT* w is accepted by T within f(l(w)) steps. 
(2) The time complexity of g is p(f(l(w))) f or some fixed polynomial p(n) 

(p(n) < O(n’)). (In th 1 c original theorem of Cook f is the polynomial representing the 
time complexity of T.) 

Let ( WWW, tcoM ) be a set and corresponding t-function where W(CNF) is the, 

set of all logical formulas in Conjunctive Normal Form over some set of variables X, 
combined with a weight function W :X + 2. For a given a E W(CNF), we define 
tc&a) as follows: Let 98, = {B 1 B :X, + (0, 1) is a. valuation of the set X, of the 
variables appearing in a) (B(a) = 1 e B(e) = 0). 

Define a function &f& : 9, + 2 u (*a} as 

*a0 if B does not satisfy the logical fsrmula a, 

= C W(x)B(x) else. 
XEXa 

Then 

Definition A.1. An NP measure function is a function p : C* --) Po[Z u {* ~1) u (Y ] 

(a ST! 2) that can be computed by a nondeterministic polynomial time Turing mElchine 
(NP measure machine). Let (A, S, t) EXT be an NPOP. By Deffinition 2.1 there exists 
an NP measure machine, T, such that for each a E A, k E t(a) e there exists a legal 
computation of ‘T which terminates within p(l(a)) steps, in an accepting state, with k 
written on its tape. Moreover, we may assume that k is printed in binary digits in 
reverse order, i.e., if k = ala;! l . 9 a,., ci = 0 or ui = 1, then the output on the tape will 
be a,~~-~. . . l ~1. 

Theorem A.2 (Cook’s theorem for NPOP’s). Let T be a nondeterministic measure 
machine, and let f : 2’ + 2 be a recursive ( po.lynomial time) function ( f(n) 2 n). The*? 
there exists a recursive function g : .Z* + 27” such that 

(1) g(w)E W(CNF) and k E t c&g(w)) ti there exists a legal computation of T 

which terminates within f(l(w)) stdps in an accepting state with k written on its tape- 

(2) The time complexity of g is p(f(l(w))), where p(n) is some Fxed porlynomial 

(p(n)<O(n% 

Proof, Without loss of generality we may assume that T has the properties described 
above (i.e., prints the output in reverse order), For a given w E rl*, we define the 
reduction g as follows: 

(1) Perform the usual reduction of Cook for w. As a result one gets a logical 
formula in CNF, over sorile set of variables X. 
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(2) Define a weight function on X in the following way: Let C(i, Z, f(i(w))) be the 
variables in Cook’s reduction which asserts that the symbol 2 is written in cell i at time 

f (&$*)), i = 0, g 9 ’ . . , j-“(i(w j). Now for all x E X: 
. 

~2’ 
W(x) = 1 

if.7 = w9 1, fwm, 

W else. 

We now claim that: 
(1) for a Ex* , g(a) E SAT e on input a T halts in an accepting state within f (I( w)) 

steps. (This is, in fact, Cook’s Theorem.) 
(2) for r~ E I?, k E Mcobiig(a)) * on input a there exists a legal computation of T 

which terminates in an accepting state within time f (Z(a)), with k written on its tape, 
in reverse order, in binary digits. 

(2) follows from (1) and from the definition of the weight function. W. 

Remark A,& The time required for the above reduction differs from that of 
Cook’s original reduction by at most 0( f(Z(a))*) steps required 60 define the weight 
function W. 
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